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High energy astrophysical neutrinos: The upper bound is robust
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We elucidate the physical basis for the upper bound on high energy neutrino fluxes implied by the observed
cosmic ray flux. We stress that the bound is valid for neutrinos produced either byp,g reactions or byp
2p(n) reactions in sources which are optically thin for high energy protons to photo-meson and nucleon-
meson interactions. We show that the upper bound is robust and conservative. The Waxman-Bahcall bound
overestimates the most likely neutrino flux by a factor;5/t, for small optical depthst. The upper limit cannot
be plausibly evaded by invoking magnetic fields, optically thick active galactic nuclei~AGNs!, or large hidden
fluxes of extragalactic protons. We describe the implications of the bound for future experiments including the
AMANDA, ANTARES, Auger, ICECUBE, NESTOR, and OWL/AIRWATCH detectors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The observed cosmic ray flux at high energies implies
upper bound on the high energy neutrino flux produced
astronomical sources that are, like gamma ray bursts and
observed jets of active galactic nuclei, optically thin
photo-meson interactions on protons@1#. The upper bound
also applies top2p or p2n collisions that create neutrino
via pion production in sources that are optically thin
nucleon-meson interactions. For simplicity, we shall refer
the following only top2p collisions when we really mean
eitherp2p or p2n collisions.

The high energy protons that produce neutrinos byp2g
or by p2p interactions contribute to the observed cosm
ray flux after they leave the site where the neutrinos
created. Since they have maintained a high energy in spit
the possibility of interactions with the cosmic microwa
background, protons that are detected at Earth with ener
greater than 1018 eV must originate at redshiftsz,1. There-
fore, the observed flux of high-energy cosmic rays de
mines the rate at which particles of those energies are b
created in the relatively local universe. One can obtain
upper limit to the cosmic ray production rate in the who
universe by assuming that the rate increases with red
like the fastest known population of astronomical sourc
quasistellar sources~QSOs!. Knowing an upper limit to the
universal proton production rate, one can readily comp
by standard particle physics techniques, an upper limit to
rate of production of neutrinos by the same protons.

The conservative upper bound derived in this way h
come to be known in the literature as the Waxman-Bah
upper bound@1#.

The upper bound exceeds what one can reasonably ex
to measure. As we shall see in Sec. III, the limit is deriv
numerically by assuming that all of the energy of the hi
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energy protons produced in the astronomical sources is tr
ferred to pions by photo-pion or nucleon-proton interactio
Each time that ap1 is produced by photo-pion interaction
it receives only about 20% of the initial proton energy@1#.
For p2p collisions at very high energies, the explicit calc
lation of the fraction of energy that is transferred to pions h
not yet been done but is likely to be even less than fop
2p interactions. Thus, at the very least, the Waxma
Bahcall upper bound is conservative by a factor of five, a
the most likely neutirno flux is about 5/t smaller than the
Waxman-Bahcall limit for small optical depths.

The Waxman-Bahcall bound is consistent with our p
diction of the expected flux of high energy neutrinos fro
gamma-ray bursts~GRBs! @1,2#. Naturally, the flux expected
from GRBs is less than the maximum allowed by the bou
For the GRB calculation, we estimated that;20% of the
total proton energy is transferred by photo-mesonic inter
tions to pions~proton-nucleon interactions are less efficie
@3#!. As described in the previous paragraph, we assumed
deriving our upper bound, that 100% of the proton energy
transferred to pions.

The upper bound we set from the observed cosmic
flux is two orders of magnitude lower than the intensity p
dicted in some previously published models for the prod
tion of neutrinos in active galactic nuclei~AGN! jets, imply-
ing that a km2 neutrino detector would record at most
neutrino from AGN jets per year. The same argument a
rules out models in which most or all of the gamma-r
background is produced by photo-meson interactions
AGN jets.

Can the upper bound on the high energy neutrino flux
evaded? This is an important question since very large n
trino detectors are being designed for installation in
ocean or a deep lake~see, e.g., Refs.@4–6#!, under Antarctic
ice ~see, e.g., Ref.@7#!, in space~see, e.g., Ref.@8#!, and large
area ground arrays~see, e.g., Refs.@9,10#!. The design char-
acteristics for these neutrino detectors are being determ
in part by the best available theoretical models. It is theref
necessary to examine carefully the justifications for differ
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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predictions of high energy neutrino fluxes. We do so in t
paper.

The goal of this paper is to clarify how the Waxma
Bahcall upper bound follows from the measured cosmic
flux and, in the process of the clarification, to demonstr
that the upper bound is robust and conservative. We em
size the implications of the bound for future neutrino a
gamma-ray observations.

There are two special types of sources for which
Waxman-Bahcall bound does not apply; these sources c
in principle produce a neutrino flux exceeding the Waxm
Bahcall limit. The first special type of source is one in whi
neutrinos are produced by processes other than photo-m
or proton-nucleon interactions; the second type of spe
source is one for which the photo-meson~or proton-nucleon!
optical depth is high. We begin by summarizing in Sec.
various speculations regarding the existence of such sou
for which we have no observational evidence to date. T
section is particularly relevant for future neutrino observ
tional programs. We then turn to a detailed discussion of
derviation of the bound and of its validity and robustness

In Sec. III and Fig. 1, we summarize the existing data
the cosmic energy spectrum, including the limited inform
tion at very high energies that is derived from the Fly’s E
@11#, AGASA @12#, and Yakutsk@13# experiments. We show
in this section that cosmic-ray observations imply a rob
upper limit on neutrino fluxes in the energy range
;1016 eV to ;1020 eV. What is expected at very high ene
gies, .1020 eV, and at relatively low energies,,1016 eV?
We argue in Sec. IV that it is plausible to extrapolate t
Waxman-Bahcall bound to neutrino energies that corresp
to protons more energetic than the expected Greis
Zatsepin-Kuzmin cutoff at 531019 eV. In Sec. V, we sum-
marize the observational evidence for the conventional vi
point that most cosmic rays below 1018 eV are heavier
particles of Galactic origin. Thus, the proton flux that is to
used in deriving the upper limit to the neutrino flux is mu
less than the total observed cosmic ray flux at energies be
1018 eV. We discuss the important question of wheth
sources that are not included in the Waxman-Bahcall bo
derivation may exist in this energy range.

It has been common practice for some time to motiv
proposed observatories to search for high energy neutr
by considering the predictions of AGN models for neutri
production for photo-meson interactions that also prod
the gamma-ray background. We show in Sec. VI that
large set of previously published AGN models for neutri
production exceed the Waxman-Bahcall bound by typica
two orders of magnitude and therefore are not appropr
theoretical models upon which to base proposed observ
ries. We present estimates for the upper limit neutrino ev
rates photo-meson and nucleon-meson interactions that
be observed in the AMANDA, ANTARES, Auger
ICECUBE, NESTOR, and OWL detectors. The previous
published AGN models based upon photo-meson inte
tions are also inconsistent with gamma-ray observations
show rapid time variability. We also discuss in this secti
the question of whether some AGN’s models may hav
high photo-meson optical depth.
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Can one increase the rate at which high energy prot
are generated beyond the value contemplated in
Waxman-Bahcall bound? If so, one could obviously raise
experimentally important bound on the neutrino flux. T
only way of exceeding the bound is by hypothesizing t
existence of high energy proton accelerators which exis
environments that do not allow protons to escape. Can
fine-tune the conditions in which luminous astronomic
sources are imagined to exist so that neutrinos and pho
escape, but protons do not leave the system? Strong m
netic fields obviously provide a potential way of confinin
protons, but not neutrons, and we discussed this possib
briefly in Ref. @1#. In Sec. VI, we consider a recently pro
posedad hoc scenario for avoiding the Waxman-Bahca
limit by invoking strong mangetic fields and show that ev
this scenario does not evade the limit. We summarize
results in Sec. VII.

II. EXCEED, NOT VIOLATE, THE WB BOUND

Does the Waxman-Bahcall bound imply that neutri
fluxes from all conceivable astronomical sources must
below this limit? Are all possible neutrino sources that w
be searched for with very large area neutrino telescopes
ject to this bound?

As we discussed in the Introduction, there are two~specu-
lative! ways to exceed the limit without violating the con
straint imposed by the observed cosmic ray background.
WB bound refers, see Sec. III, only to sources that are o
cally thin to proton photo-meson and proton-nucleon int
actions and from which protons can escape. Thus, the
‘‘way out’’ which was also discussed in our original pap
@1#, is to assume the existence of sources which are optic
thick to proton photo-meson or proton-nucleon interactio
We referred in@1# to such sources as ‘‘neutrino only facto
ries’’ or ‘‘hidden core models’’ since they are not motivate
by measurements of the cosmic-ray flux or by any elec
magnetic observations.

Examples of optically thick scenarios include neutrin
produced in the cores of AGNs~rather than in the jets! by
photo-meson interactions@14#, or via p2p collisions in a
collapsing galactic nucleus@15# or in a cocooned black hole
@16#. The optimistic predictions of the AGN core model@14#
have already been ruled out by the AMANDA experime
@17# ~see Fig. 3!.

The second type of source that may exceed the WB bo
is one in which neutrinos are produced by some mechan
other than photo-meson or proton-nucleon interactions.
list below some of the hypothesized sources of this type

Decays of supermassive, dark matter particles@18,19#
might produce high energy neutrinos without violating t
cosmic ray bound.

Topological defects~see, e.g., Refs.@20–25#! might pro-
duce particles which decay, among other channels, to ne
nos with only a small associated cosmic ray proton flux.

Superheavy relic neutrinos@26,27# which interact with
the cosmic neutrino background have been proposed
one way of producing ultra-high energy cosmic ray
2-2
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HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICAL NEUTRINOS: THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 023002
Ultrahigh-energy photons at large redshifts@28# could in
principle produce a flux of ultrahigh-energy neutrinos.

III. COSMIC RAY OBSERVATIONS AND THE WB BOUND

In this section, we summarize the observations and ca
lations that lead directly to the upper bound on high ene
neutrino fluxes.

Figure 1 shows the cosmic ray fluxes measured by
Fly’s Eye@11#, AGASA @12#, and Yakutsk@13# experiments.
The smooth curve shown in Fig. 1 was used by us@1# in
setting a conservative upper bound on the high energy n
trino fluxes. We now explain why the upper bound is rob
and conservative.

The smooth curve was computed assuming that in
nearby universe (z50) the energy production rate is

S ECR
2 dṄCR

dECR
D

z50

51044 erg Mpc23 yr21. ~1!

The energy generation rate given locally by Eq.~1! may
increase with redshift. Cosmic rays observed at Earth w
energies in excess of 1018 eV must have originated at sma
redshifts because of the large energy loss rate at these
energies. In order to establish a conservative upper limit,
assumed that the local rate given in Eq.~1! evolves with
redshift at the maximum rate observed for any astronom
population, i.e., the evolutionary rate exhibited by the q
sars@29–31#. We also included the adiabatic energy loss d
to the expansion of the Universe.

Figure 1 shows that the smooth curve which we have u
to estimate the cosmic ray flux above 1018 eV is a conserva-
tive ~i.e., high! estimate of the observed rate. We note th
Fig. 1 shows that the highest energy point measured by
AGASA experiment could be interpreted to suggest~with

FIG. 1. The observed high energy cosmic ray flux. Measu
ments are shown from the Fly’s Eye@11#, AGASA @12#, and
Yakutsk@13# detectors. The smooth curve, computed from Eq.~1!,
was used by Waxman and Bahcall@1# to compute the upper boun
on high energy astrophysical neutrino sources fromp2g interac-
tions.
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;1s significance! that the cosmic ray generation rate atE
.1020 eV is twice the rate obtained from our smooth cur
generated by Eq.~1!, implying that the upper bound might b
underestimated by a factor of two at;1019 eV. However,
the higher rate of generation is not observed by the Fly’s E
and Yakutsk experiments, and even if correct would imp
only a small correction to the upper bound at this energy

What is the neutrino bound that results from the obser
cosmic ray flux? Figure 2 shows the numerical limit that
implied by the cosmic ray observations. The upper horizon
curve is computed by assuming that the cosmic ray sou
evolve as rapidly as the most rapidly evolving known ast
nomical sources. This very conservative limit is what w
shall mean when in the following we refer to the ‘‘Waxma
Bahcall bound.’’ The lower curve is computed assuming t
the number density of cosmic ray sources at large distan
is the same as in the local universe. We will discuss
implications of the bound for previously published AG
models in Sec. VI.

IV. BEYOND 1020 eV

The theoretical curve in Fig. 1 shows the predicted d
crease above 531019 eV in the observed cosmic ray flux du

- FIG. 2. The Waxman-Bahcall~WB! upper bound on muon neu

trino intensities (nm1 n̄m). The numerical value of the bound as
sumes that 100% of the energy of protons is lost top1 andp0 and
that thep1 all decay to muons that also produce neutrinos. T
WB upper bound exceeds the most likely neutrino flux by a fac
of 5/t for small optical depthst. The upper solid line gives the
upper bound corrected for neutrino energy loss due to redshift
for the maximum known redshift evolution~QSO evolution, see
text!. In what follows, we will refer to this conservative upper curv
as the ‘‘Waxman-Bahcall bound.’’ The lower solid line is obtaine
assuming no evolution. The dotted curve is the maximum contri
tion due to possible extra-galactic component of lower-ener
,1017 eV, protons as first discussed in@1# ~see Sec. V for details!.
The dash-dot curve shows the experimental upper bound on dif
neutrino flux recently established by the AMANDA experime
@17#. The dashed curves show the predictions of the GRB fire
model @2,1,32#.
2-3
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JOHN BAHCALL AND ELI WAXMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 023002
to interactions with the cosmic microwave background@33#.
The existing obervations do not clearly demonstrate this
crease and therefore many authors have speculated that
may be a new source of ultra-high energy neutrinos bey
1020 eV.

In our original discussion~see Fig. 1 of Ref.@1# or Fig. 2
of the present paper!, we did not extend the upper bound
energies beyond 1020 eV because we judged that too little
presently known about the cosmic ray flux in that regio
However, as a useful guide to designing experiments, it
reasonable expectation that the production rate will not
ceed by a large factor the flux predicted by an extension
the E22 production rate used in setting the limit at observ
proton energies of 1019 eV.

In our view, it is reasonable to extend the Waxma
Bahcall limit beyond 1020 eV by simply extrapolating the
horizontal line in Fig. 2 to higher energies. The validity
this extrapolation will be tested by future measurements
the spectrum of ultra-high energy cosmic rays, measu
ments that will determine observationally whether the sp
trum exhibits the predicted Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin~GZK!
cutoff at high energies.

We have suggested elsewhere@34# that the clustering of
sources of ultra-high energy (.1020) cosmic rays may give
rise to more events beyond the GZK cutoff than expected
the basis of a homogeneous distribution of sources. O
authors~see, for example, the references cited in Sec.!
have suggested exotic sources of ultra-high energy cos
rays that are not described by theE22 proton generation rate
If any of these scenarios is correct, then the upper bo
shown in Fig. 2 will have to be raised above the simp
extrapolation we currently advocate as a useful guide.

V. LOWER ENERGY: EË1018 eV

Figure 1 shows that our smooth curve for the extragala
proton cosmic ray flux falls below the total observed flux f
energies less than 1019 eV. We have assumed@see Eq.~1!#
that the generation rate of extragalactic protons is prop
tional to E22, whereE is the proton energy. ThisE22 de-
pendence is produced generically by the Fermi mechan
for accelerating high energy cosmic rays in shocks@35#. If
the lower energy cosmic rays were protons from extraga
tic sources, then~as we noted earlier@1#! one could raise the
upper bound for astrophysical neutrinos at these lower e
gies.

Could the lower energy cosmic rays be primarily extrag
lactic protons? Unfortunately, the answer is no. The av
able observational evidence suggests that only a small f
tion of the cosmic-ray flux in the energy range of 1014 eV to
1017 eV is composed of protons. Direct~balloon! composi-
tion measurements at 1014 eV @36# show that the fraction of
cosmic-ray flux composed of protons at this energy
;20%. Air-shower and cosmic-ray tracking detector me
surements indicate@37# that the proton fraction decreases
the energy range of 1014 eV to 1016 eV. In fact, the Fly’s Eye
and AGASA experiments support@38# a composition
strongly dominated by~consistent with 100%) heavy nucle
at 1017 eV. Moreover, both the Fly’s Eye@39# and the
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AGASA @40# Collaborations have reported, for energies le
than 331018 eV, a small but statistically significant enhanc
ment of the cosmic ray flux near the galactic plane. T
enhancement is expected for a galactic, but not an extra
lactic, origin for the cosmic rays in this energy domain.

In summary, the observational evidence is that most of
observed cosmic rays in the energy range 1014 eV to 1017 eV
are not protons and therefore the total flux of cosmic ra
cannot be used to raise the upper bound for neutrinos in
energy range 1014 eV to 1017 eV. The NASA satellite AC-
CESS is expected to provide accurate measurements o
composition of the cosmic rays at energies up to;1015 eV
sometime in the next decade.

Assuming, conservatively, that;10% of the cosmic rays
in this energy region are protons, the neutrino bound may
raised at energiesEn,1016 eV ~since the cosmologica
model we have used, see Eq.~1! and Fig. 1, accounts fo
;10% of the total cosmic ray flux at 1017 eV, and a progres-
sively larger fraction at higher energies, one cannot incre
the upper bound on neutrino fluxes at energies>1016 eV).
Since the energy density in cosmic rays is approximat
proportional toE21 for energies less than 1018 eV, the actual
extragalactic neutrino flux could exceed the most string
Waxman-Bahcall limit by a factor of 1016 eV/En for neutrino
energiesEn,1016 eV.

Figure 2 illustrates with a curved dotted line the ma
mum contribution from unrecognized extragalactic sour
of protons, i.e., sources of extragalactic protons that do
contribute significantly to the observed cosmic ray flux
1019 eV. The ‘‘unknown source’’ contribution is obtained b
multiplying the proton generation rate that is proportional
E22 by an analytic approximation to the maximum add
tional contribution allowed at lower energies by the existi
experiments. Thus

max. proton rate}E22@110.1„~1017eV!/E…#, ~2!

whereE is the proton energy. The recent experimental bou
established by the AMANDA experiment already rules ou
contribution from unrecognized extragalactic sources of p
tons at the maximum level allowed by present cosmic-
observations.

We note that including a contribution to the neutrino flu
due to neutrino production by photo-meson interactions
heavy nuclei will not affect the neutrino bound. For hea
elements, the cross section for photo-dissociation is hig
than, and its energy threshold is lower than, for photo-me
production. Thus, heavy elements will dissociate before l
ing a significant fraction of their energy to neutrino produ
tion.

VI. AGN MODELS

There are two classes of models that have been con
ered as explanations for the emission of radiation from AG
jets, ones in which radiation is due to electromagnetic p
cesses@41# and others in which emission of radiation in
volves the acceleration of very high energy protons@42–44#.
For the first class of models, no significant flux of high e
2-4
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HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICAL NEUTRINOS: THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 023002
ergy neutrinos is expected. The second class of models
been normalized by postulating that the jets produce the
served gamma-ray background via photo-meson proce
on high energy protons, which producep0’s that decay into
gamma rays. The photo-meson process, if it produces
gamma-ray background, would also produce a large flux
high energy neutrinos via charged meson decay. There
the second class of models, involving photo-meson inte
tions on high energy protons, has received a lot of attent

Figure 3 compares the Waxman-Bahcall upper bound
predictions by various proton acceleration models for AG
jets. The previously published models illustrated in Fig. 3
inconsistent with the cosmic ray limit; they typically predi
fluxes one to two orders of magnitude above the Waxm
Bahcall upper bound.

The expected detection rate in a km2 detector ~e.g.,
ANTARES, ICECUBE, or NESTOR! is less than one even
per year from AGNs with spectral neutrino energy sha
like the models P97, HZ97, and M95B shown in Fig. 3 if
neutrino flux consistent with the Waxman-Bahcall bound
assumed. This rather pessimistic result can be obtained
Tables III–VI of Ref. @45# by dividing by 30 the detection
rate given in those tables for the model denoted by AG
M95. The same model is labeled ‘‘M95B’’ in Fig. 3, wher
one can see that the flux predicted from M95B is abou
factor of 30 above the cosmic ray upper bound.

The neutrino event rate in the Auger detector@9,10# is less
than or of order 1 event per year above a neutrino energ
1019 eV for optically thin sources, i.e., sources that sati

FIG. 3. The Waxman-Bahcall~WB! upper bound on muon neu

trino intensities (nm1 n̄m) ~solid line! compared to predictions o
representative AGN jet models, taken from the earlier papers
Mannheim@42# ~marked M95B in the figure!, Protheroe@43# ~P97!,
and Halzen and Zas@44# ~HZ97!. The AGN models were normal
ized so that the calculated gamma-ray flux fromp0 decay fits the
observed gamma-ray background. The AGN hidden-core conjec
~S92!, to which the WB upper bound does not apply due to h
photo-meson optical depth of the source, is taken from@14#. Note
that this conjecture is already ruled out by the AMANDA upp
bound@17#.
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the WB bound. The rate may be two orders of magnitu
larger if the OWL/AIRWATCH detector is built according t
the preliminary specifications@8#.

Mannheim, Protheore, and Rachen~MPR! @46# have re-
cently argued that one might be able to avoid the Waxm
Bahcall limit by considering optically thick AGNs or by in
volving very strong magnetic fields. We consider bo
possibilities in the following two sections and show that th
do not succeed in evading the limit.

A. Are AGNs optically thick to photo-meson interactions?

We first explain why published AGN models predict
small optical depth, and then discuss whether new, high
tical depth models can be constracted.

The optical depth to photo-messon interactions for p
tons of energyep can be related to the optical depth for pa
production of photons of much lower energy,eg . The
threshold relation for photon-meson interactions isepeg
'mpmp and the threshold relation for pair production
eg8eg52me

2 . Thus, as first pointed out in@1#, a photon of
energyeg that causes a photon-meson interaction with a p
ton of energyep could also pair-produce with a photon o
energy @2me

2/(mpmp)#ep5431026ep . Taking account of
the ratio between photo-meson and pair production cr
sections, one finds that

tgp~ep!'531024tgg~eg5431026ep!. ~3!

Observed AGN photon energy distributions typically follo
a power-law,dng /deg}eg

22 . For such photon spectra, on
can easily show@1# that tgg}eg , and hence that

tgp~ep!'2tgg~eg510 GeV!S ep

1019 eV
D . ~4!

Emission of;1 TeV photons from ‘‘blazars,’’ AGN jets
nearly aligned with our line of sight, is now well establishe
@48#, and there is evidence that the high-energy photon sp
trum extends as a power-law at least to;10 TeV @49#. The
high energy photon emission is the main argument used@50#
in support of the hypothesis that high-energy emission fr
blazars is due to pion decay rather than inverse Comp
scattering. However, the observation of.1 TeV photons im-
plies, as shown by Eq.~3!, that the jet optical depth to photo
meson interaction is very small. Indeed, one can readily
from Fig. 4 of Ref. @51# that high-energy photon data o
northern hemisphere blazars requires small pair-produc
optical depth at photon energy,0.1 TeV. All protons blazar
models shown in the figure havetgg,1 at this energy, i.e.,
tgp,1 for ep,1019 eV.

TeV emission is observed from the nearest blazars, wh
are hence relatively low-luminosity blazars. It had recen
been argued by MPR@46# that the emission of high energy
;1 TeV, photons may be suppressed in high luminos
blazars, for which models with high optical depth may the
fore be constructed. The most intense high-energy gam
ray source is 3C 279. Figure 6 of Ref.@47# shows that the
measured optical depth for pair production is at mosttgg
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;1 ateg510 GeV. Combining this observation with Eq.~4!
we see thattgp(ep),1 for ep,1019 eV. Making thead hoc
assumption, that the pair-production optical depth for h
luminosity blazars like 3C 279 exceeds unity for photo
above 10 GeV, i.e., just above the highest energy for wh
data are available, MPR concluded that the AGN neutr
flux may slightly exceed the WB bound at;1018 eV ~see
dotted curve in their Fig. 5a!.

In order to avoid the constraint given in Eq.~4!, and con-
struct AGN models with significant optical depth to phot
meson interaction, one must argue that the spectral distr
tion of the background photons~for photo-meson and pair
production interactions! deviates from adng /deg}eg

22

power-law. Since the observed spectral distribution does
low an eg

22 power-law, one must argue that the backgrou
radiation with which high energy photons and protons m
interact is not the radiation associated with the observed p
ton flux. This may indeed be the case for jets which expa
with high Lorenz factorG. In this case, an ambient isotrop
radiation field,uamb, through which the jet expands, wi
dominate pair-production and photo-meson interactions
long as its energy density exceeds a fractionG24 of the
energy density associated with the observed radiation,uobs,
which is produced within the jet. The presence of such
radiation field cannot be ruled out. However, the energy d
sity of such ambient radiation is limited to values not mu
exceedinguamb/uobs5G24, since for uamb/uobs.G24 in-
verse Compton scattering emission of jet electrons wo
dominate over the synchrotron emission which produces
observed radiation in the radio to UV bands.

In order to obtain the maximum possible optical dep
MPR have therefore adopted@46# the following ad hocas-
sumptions:~1! The pair production optical depth in luminou
blazars, e.g. 3C 279, exceeds unity for photons above
GeV; ~2! The optical depth is due to ambient radiatio
~which is not detected!; ~3! The spectrum of the ambien
radiation deviates from aeg

22 power law in such a way tha
its energy density increases by an order of magnitude at p
ton energies just below those corresponding to the p
production threshold of 10 GeV photons. Adopting these
plausible assumptions, MPR concluded that the AG
neutrino flux may exceed the WB bound by a factor;2 at
;1018 eV ~see thick dashed curve in their Fig. 5a!.

B. Can one evade the upper bound with the aid
of magnetic fields?

Recently, it has been argued by MPR that while hi
energy protons cannot be confined to the vicinity of th
sources by magnetic fields, adiabatic losses of protons es
ing magnetic halos surrounding AGN jets may lead to s
nificant decrease in proton energy forep,1018eV, which
may lead to modification of the bound foren,1017eV.
Clearly, even if this claim is correct, proton AGN models a
still in contradiction with the Waxman-Bahcall bound, sin
the bound is not affected aten.1017eV ~see Fig. 3!. More-
over, the key arguments made by MPR in deriving t
claimed adiabatic energy loss are flawed. First, the magn
field model adopted by MPR is in conflict with observation
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While the jet magnetic field inferred from observations
high, tens ofmG ~e.g. @52#!, depolarization measuremen
@53# imply a small halo magnetic field, 0.1–1mG at the
central halo region,r;10 kpc, and much smaller at larg
distances,r;100 kpc. MPR assume a spherically symm
ric field structure with amplitude decreasing asr 22 from
30 mG r 510 kpc to 0.3mG at r 5100 kpc. Second, MPR
assume that high energy protons are produced in the ce
region of the jet, where the magnetic field is high, and th
are confined to jet plasma which expands adiabatically to
halo plasma conditions of low magnetic field. This is
implausible description of the plasma evolution and of p
ton confinement. Acceleration of protons to high energy
typically expected to occur at the outer edge of the jet at
strong shock. Moreover, since the jet is narrow, typical op
ing angles are 10 degrees, the typical jet structures
;1 kpc in scale, and neutrons produced by photo-meson
teractions leading ton production escape the jet before d
caying.

VII. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have shown that the Waxman-Bahc
upper limit on neutrino fluxes is robust for neutrino energ
above 1016 eV. Cosmic ray experiments set a firm upp
limit on the flux of extragalactic protons, and hence on t
flux of extragalactic neutrinos, that are produced byp1g or
p2p interactions in astronomical sources that are optica
thin to photo-meson and nucleon-meson interactions on h
energy protons. The upper solid curve in Fig. 2, which
labeled WB bound, is a conservative representation of
limit imposed by the cosmic ray observations and includ
the maximum plausible redshift evolution of the sources
high-energy cosmic rays. The WB bound exceeds the m
likely neutrino flux from p1g or p2p interactions by a
factor of 5/t, for small optical depths,t, to photo-meson and
nucleon-meson interactions.

The Waxman-Bahcall upper bound is about two orders
magnitude less than published predictions@42–44# of neu-
trino fluxes expected from models for AGN jets that expla
the gamma-ray background by photo-meson interactions
high energy protons~see Fig. 3!. Given the neutrino uppe
limit, photo-mesonic interactions in optically thin sourc
like AGN jets can at most account for a few percent of t
flux of the gamma-ray background@1#.

The Waxman-Bahcall bound implies an upper limit to t
expected event rate from optically thin sources that may
observed in the AMANDA, ANTARES, Auger, ICECUBE
NESTOR, and OWL/AIRWATCH detectors@4–10#. In km2

detectors like ANTARES, ICECUBE, or NESTOR, one e
pects to detect less than or of order 1 neutrino event per
from optically thin AGNs with neutrino spectral energ
shapes like the AGN models P97, HZ97, and M95B sho
in Fig. 3. For the Auger detector, one expects less than o
order 1 neutrino event per year above 1019 eV from all
sources satisfying the WB bound. The event rate could
approximately two orders of magnitude larger for the OW
detector if it performs according to the preliminary spec
cations. These estimates are conservative upper limits,
2-6
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are much less than the estimates given in many publis
papers describing the capabilities of the neutrinos detec
since in those papers AGN models like those shown in Fi
were assumed in the calculations.

At neutrino energies below 1016 eV, the flux of extra-
galactic neutrinos from optically thin sources may reach
high as the dotted curve in Fig. 2. In order for this curv
labeled ‘‘max. extra-galactic p’’ in Fig. 2. to apply, a larg
fraction of the cosmic rays with energies below 1017 eV must
be protons of extra-galactic origin@cf. Eq. ~2!#. For cosmic
rays more energetic than 1020 eV, there is not yet an accurat
determination of the cosmic ray flux. Hence there is no w
of rigorously extending the WB bound for neutrino energ
.1019 eV. We propose that horizontal line in Fig. 2 simp
be extrapolated to higher energies as a plausible bound i
source spectrum continues to fall off at ultrahigh-energies
E22.

The large area neutrino experiments@4–7# that are cur-
rently being constructed are designed to detect neutr
with energies,1015 eV, corresponding to protons with en
ergies less than or of the order of 1016 eV. The WB limit is
constructed by normalizing to the observed flux of cosm
ray protons at 1019 eV and extrapolating to lower energie
using theE22 source spectrum. The extrapolation is pla
sible but not rigorous for the neutrino energy doma
no
K.

,
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-
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of the ANTARES, BAIKAL, ICECUBE, and NESTOR
experiments.

There are two hypothetical ways of exceeding t
Waxman-Bahcall limit without violating the constraint im
posed by cosmic ray observations. First, the neutrinos co
be produced in sources that are optically thick to pho
nucleon or nucleon-nucleon interactions. Second, the ne
nos could be produced by processes that do not give ris
high energy cosmic rays, such as the decay of dark ma
particles, topological defects, superheavy relic neutrinos
ultrahigh-energy photons. So far, there is no observatio
evidence supporting any of these possiblities.

We have investigatedad hoc scenarios involving mag-
netic fields that were invented to try to exceed the Waxm
Bahcall bound. We show that the scenarios do not succ
fully evade the bound.
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